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Abstract. The length of time needed to recover memories in the hippocampus area varies 

greatly across the existing theories of system-level consolidation. These competing hypotheses 

do, however, have connections. The standard consolidation theory, multiple trace theory, and 

scene construction theory are the three existing models that are examined in this study. After 

reexamining their features, the authors test whether the three models can be integrated in terms 

of trace duration and function. It is better to think of the hippocampus's contribution to 

system-level consolidation as a functional transition from retention to rebuilding through time 

rather than just a question of persistence. The involvement of the hippocampus in memory 

retrieval may be fitted into a more thorough model in terms of functional transformation since 

the two functions, retention and reconstruction, are of equal significance and can scarcely be 

divided into two sections. 
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1.  Introduction 

The two competing theories of memory consolidation are often used to characterise 

hippocampal-neocortical interactions in memory. The original theory, now referred to as the standard 

consolidation theory, postulated that hippocampal connections to scattered neocortical storage sites 

were initially necessary for memory storage, but that over time this requirement diminished and the 

hippocampal component was rendered unnecessary. This conventional concept has been refuted by 

some data, leading to the numerous trace hypothesis. According to this theory, the hippocampus is 

always engaged in the storage and retrieval of episodic memory, whereas semantic information is 

believed to exist solely in the neocortex [1]. Recently, scientists presented a fresh angle to combine the 

first two discoveries. It has been proposed that in the absence of simple traces, the hippocampus 

reconstructs distant memories. This is accomplished by putting together integrated neocortical 

components into spatially coherent scenes that serve as the foundation for developing memory events 

[2]. This study provides three current theories, examines their similarities and differences, and considers 

if they may be combined in order to view memory from the viewpoint of a functional transformation. In 

order to provide a fresh, more comprehensive, and in-depth way of thinking about long-term memory, 

this work brings together many memory models. It offers potential new theoretical groundwork for 

further investigation. 
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2.  Theories of memory consolidation 

It has long been believed that the hippocampus is essential for memory encoding [2]. How the neocortex 

and hippocampus regions interact to create and sustain long-term memory representations is one of the 

primary open topics. The present controversy surrounds the hippocampus' function in distant memory 

retrieval. There are often three opinions on the length of distant memory retrieval due to contradicting 

research. 

2.1.  Standard consolidation theory 

The "standard model" of memory consolidation gave the first description of hippocampal-cortical 

connections in memory. According to this hypothesis, the hippocampus serves as a transient memory 

structure that does little more than wait until the memory is organised somewhere else [3]. According to 

the classic consolidation hypothesis, the hippocampus must first link scattered neocortical storage 

locations in order for memory to be stored. But throughout time, this need fades, and the hippocampus 

component is no longer required. Hippocampal injury often results in retrograde amnesia, which is the 

retention of old memories after hippocampal impairment, and is considered to be caused by this shift in 

function over time. 

2.2.  Multiple trace theory 

L. Nadel and M. Moscovitch assert that the conventional model still has to solve two important 

problems. The confusing definition of memory kinds is the first issue, since episodic and semantic 

memory are seen as being roughly comparable in the classic consolidation theory. The interaction 

between hippocampus and neocortical regions during the course of memory should also be taken into 

account [3]. 

Endel Tulving was the first to introduce the idea of episodic memory, which is the capacity to recall 

past experiences, including the precise time and location where information was learned [4]. In contrast, 

semantic memory is the general knowledge of the world that is learned through experience [5]. 

Contrary to conventional consolidation theory, Nadel et al. assert that hippocampus complexes are 

always engaged in storing and revisiting episodic memories. Also, the stability of semantic memory in 

the hippocampus may be impacted by long-term interactions between the two brain regions. (In the 

course of consolidation, semantics becomes neo-independent) 

The numerous trace idea is well supported by data. Patients with localised (non-degenerative) 

temporal lobe lesions underwent formal testing of remote memory. Transient retrograde amnesia (RA) 

or practically total absence of distant memories, whether they were autobiographical or personal 

semantic, were both reported for lesions in the hippocampus proper (CA region and dentate gyrus). With 

autobiographical memory being the most severely impacted and semantic memory being nearly 

nonexistent, the temporal amount of distant memory loss is correlated with the magnitude of the lesion. 

Therefore, lesions of the hippocampal formation (proprio plus subthalamic) are linked to a ten-year or 

longer persistence of autobiographical memory loss. 

Regardless of age, hippocampal loss impairs the ability to retain memories, particularly episodic 

memories. It is hypothesised that episodic memory traces are preserved in the hippocampus and have a 

permanent function in memory review. 

2.3.  Scene construction theory 

A fresh angle has recently been taken in an effort to bring these two ideas into harmony. The 

hippocampus is capable of creating new memories from scratch. At the cellular level, there is also far 

more convincing evidence. In a rich natural environment, long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term 

inhibition (LTD) only last seven days. The hippocampus really has a greater information turnover rate in 

continuous learning than it does in the supposed to be one year laboratory-controlled circumstances. In 

other words, until it is replaced, information in the hippocampus is only permanently present [6]. 

Only 15% of the cell population in neuronal ensembles fires in the same environment during a 

particular episode, according to observations taken after 5 and 30 days [7]. However, the sizes of the 
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sites did not differ much and neither did the areas where individual cells were most likely to fire. 

According to the researchers, despite the low percentage of neuronal overlap, the information substance 

is kept. These findings demonstrate that old hippocampal memories are rapidly replaced by new ones, 

even when the same environmental settings are repeatedly visited. 

Given the structural instability of hippocampal neurons, it would be almost impossible to prevent the 

integrity of individual engrams from deteriorating over such protracted times. LTP and learning have an 

impact on how dendritic spines are produced in the hippocampus. Synaptic connection is hypothesised 

to shift as a consequence, making it easier for new memory traces to be incorporated. Synaptic 

connections sustaining memory traces in the mouse hippocampus are fully erased during this time 

period due to the relatively short lifetime of dendritic spines (1-2 weeks) [8]. 

Hippocampal neurogenesis, which describes the development of new neurons in long-term memory 

and the integration of their function into the original circuitry, provides more proof of the transient 

nature of memory. Their contribution to memory is sporadic, and the new neurons seem to have a 

negative impact on previous memories, since greater neurogenesis after learning might actually make it 

harder to recall memories [9]. 

Hippocampal loss affects humans, who are also rodents, since a similar ability, spatial cell patterns, 

is pre-activated on detection of a new hippocampus activity, irrespective of subsequent route navigation 

[10, 11]. The hippocampus, according to researchers, is capable of activities transcending memory 

because it constantly generates and anticipates the representation of pictures that are not immediately 

evident to the senses. In this instance, the scene is a typical, egocentric, three-dimensional spatially 

coherent depiction of the world that is filled with objects. 

Phycological research have shown evidence in support of this. Duration has a negative impact on 

memory accuracy but has no impact on the degree of information given. It is simple to remember 

experiences that never happened if they appear credible and include information about oneself. 

Additionally, those who had particular personal recollections were considerably more prone to being 

misled, indicating a process of reconstruction. 

3.  An integrated view of memory consolidation 

3.1.  Summary on these three models  

The hippocampus isn't essential for memory retrial, according to the standard consolidation hypothesis; 

at the very least, the function is transient and only required until the memory traces are consolidated 

elsewhere in the long run. Multiple trace theory proponents believe that the hippocampus complex 

always plays a role in the storage and retrieval of episodic memories, regardless of their duration of 

storage, in contradiction to classic consolidation theory. The goal of scene formation theory is to 

reconcile the first two ideas. It was suggested that the hippocampus structures do not function in a 

straightforward black-or-white manner. It may vanish in a brief amount of time yet re-engage when 

necessary; it does not function as either existing or vanishing in a stable fashion. 

3.2.  Different focuses and supporting evidence 

These three models vary from one another in two key ways. The first is how long memory traces may be 

stored in the hippocampus. A distinct perspective on the hippocampus' role is the second component. 

According to the conventional consolidation hypothesis, the hippocampal component ceases to be 

essential since it is no longer required to link the physically separated neocortical parts. According to the 

conventional consolidation idea, the hippocampus plays no role in memory revision. According to the 

multiple trace hypothesis, the hippocampus is always used in the reconsideration of episodic memory 

following memory acquisition. It continuously and permanently contributes to memory storage. It 

continuously and permanently serves as a means of memory storage. Last but not least, scene formation 

theory asserts that the hippocampus creates a string of cogent scenes from a recent occurrence via 

interactions with the cortex. These images quickly disappear from the hippocampus when the neocortex 
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consolidates their representations. When lifetime memory review is necessary, the hippocampus 

performs a permanent role, but only as an autonomous actor. 

3.3.  Limitations on existing models 

3.3.1.  The scene construction theory. It seems that despite these volatility, the system in its entirety is 

capable of reflecting a situation steadily for at least a month. It seems that despite these volatility, the 

system in its entirety is capable of reflecting a situation steadily for at least a month. If this cue is 

sufficient, the whole network will likely agree. There could be further reasons in the minds of the 

researchers. Even though traces are normally "suppressed" by neurogenesis, optogenetic investigations 

demonstrate that they may persist in the hippocampus, be reactivated, and prompt memory 

manifestation in behaviour in the long term [12]. The persistence and vitality of these hippocampal 

traces are attested to by the fact that optogenetic suppression of these cells results in memory loss, even 

long periods after the acquisition. It has been shown that the hippocampus has cellular processes that 

might facilitate this kind of selective long-term retention [13]. Thus, neurogenesis serves to maintain 

and preserve the existing memories from interference and deterioration while also creating interference 

that may cause the loss of many distant memories. Neurogenesis and reconstruction are processes that 

change memory by deleting weak memories while refreshing and enhancing existing memories. There 

is little evidence to back up the claim that the hippocampus's apparent flow interferes with its ability to 

create and preserve long-term memories.  

3.3.2.  Multiple trace theory. As proof of a month-long stable representation, a research monitoring 

hippocampal markers of plasticity in mice through repeated environmental exposures was presented 

[14]. In fact, there was a noticeable decline comparing neuronal connections with just a small number of 

the cells that were active at the first exposure reappearing at the most recent instance. Every time-point 

in between showed a decline in representational similarity as a function of temporal distance. Only a tiny 

subset of all observed cells (20%) consistently returned, even with multiple temporally neighbouring 

environmental exposures. It is not regarded as a long-term stable neuronal representation [15]. 

3.4.  The Interaction between HPC and neocortex under the view of functional shift 

In terms of time and function, the authors contend that they may be merged into a more in-depth theory. 

Although they seem to have entirely opposing effects when it comes to persistence, if we define memory 

traces in terms of the multifunctionality, these theories really have a coherence inherent to them. 

According to the author, there are just a few circumstances that evidence by itself can satisfactorily 

explain. The facts and the hypothesis don't match up, which results in a research that may be interpreted 

in several ways. For instance, Moscovitch and Nadel saw reconstruction as proof of a persisting 

hippocampus trace. Following contextual fear training, re-exposure to a particular setting at a later 

period makes memories susceptible to hippocampal lesions. Reminders, according to them, awaken 

latent, intangible hippocampus imprints. Reminders, according to this theory, awaken latent, inactive 

hippocampus traces. The rebuilding of particular memories in the hippocampus, where fresh traces are 

vulnerable to disturbance, might, however, equally account for the results, in Barry and Maguire's 

alternate theory [15]. 

Although the results are inconsistent and cannot be explained by current ideas, the evidence for them 

is also hard to disprove. These differences have received a lot of attention in recent research, which have 

argued in an all-or-nothing manner. However, it is more persuasive to explore the links between them 

than than concentrating just on the contrasts. When memory is encoded, its purpose cannot be reduced to 

two simple options: preservation or reconstruction. According to the authors, each hypothesis covers a 

different component of memory. According to the authors, each hypothesis explains a different 

component of memory. Both the many traces theory and the conventional consolidation theory 

generally presuppose that memory operates in a manner that what a person has previously encountered 
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should be honestly and authentically kept from the start. Thus, it is anticipated that the hippocampus will 

continue to play a steady role in memory storage and recollection, whether permanently or temporarily. 

They emphasise different things, however. Scene construction theories concentrate on the defining 

characteristics of memory and propose that the different components of an episode are represented as 

physically distinct neural clusters within the neocortex and that the hippocampus plays a key role in 

providing the mechanism for connecting the kept separate segments. The multiple trace theory makes a 

distinction between the engrams of semantic memory and episodic memory very evident. Scene 

building theory instead emphasises distant memory in the service of visualising future situations, while 

suggesting a memory reconstruction function based on transitory hippocampus traces that are expected 

to be unstable and alter swiftly in accordance to current and future conditions. It is challenging to 

separate the equally crucial processes of retention and rebuilding into two separate categories. Function 

is determined by structure, which serves as a cue to infer structure. In light of this and keeping these 

three models in mind, a more intricate computational model that rates the time of hippocampus activity 

by function may be created. 

4.  Conclusion 

This study examines the contrasts and similarities between these three current models, then determines 

if they may be integrated in terms of time and function. These queries may provide us an idea of future 

routes to test the current hypotheses further and determine whether it is feasible to integrate them into a 

more thorough theory. The first is how long memory traces in the human hippocampus really last. Both 

traces at the cellular level and cognitive trials that may evaluate this topic at many levels are seen as 

useful techniques for providing an answer to this question. The authors suggest that the response might 

be influenced by several factors pertaining to the various functional elements of memory. The issue of 

which parts of distant memory are more prone to distortion over time arises given the function of the 

hippocampus in both remembering the past and creating settings for imagination. There is conflicting 

evidence on the electrical interactions between the hippocampus and neocortex in current and distant 

memory. Given the intricate and varied components that distant memory involves, the author came to 

the conclusion that distinctions actually exist. It is better to think of the hippocampus's contribution to 

system-level consolidation as a functional transition from retention to rebuilding through time rather 

than just a question of persistence. We may ask more useful questions concerning the hippocampus' 

activation during distant memory recall now that we are aware of its crucial function across a number of 

cognitive domains. 
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